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ABSTRACT
The paper aims to present the importance of qualita-
tive factors in determining the materiality level in an 
audit mission. According to the literature a quantita-
tive approach of materiality is insufficient for appro-
priate decisions, therefore it is required a more serious 
treatment of this issue. Data collected in the research 
were processed using the Ordered Logit Model, and 
the results showed that there is a significant correla-
tion between the materiality level and the sectors in 
which the audited companies operate, the auditor’s 
experience in the field and the longevity of the rela-
tionship with the client. There is no any correlation 
between the materiality level and the needs of the us-
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I. INTRODUCTION
The issue of the materiality in auditing has aroused much debate and divergence both in the lit-
erature (Krogstad et al., 1984; Libby and Kinney, 2000; Ng and Tan, 2007, etc.), and among profes-
sional bodies in the field (SEC, 1999; IFAC, 2006; AICPA, 2007). The intricacies of the method used 
to determine an adequate level of the materiality were and continue to be an essential objective 
of accounting and auditing professionals, even the more so as one of the causes of financial scan-
dals (Waste Management, Sunbeam, Enron) which have ultimately led to the exclusion of Arthur 
Anderson auditing company from the “Big 5” category was considered to be the acceptance of 
some quantitatively insignificant transactions of such a nature that they endangered the financial 
stability of the entities, as well as the continuity of their activity. 
In the professional field, the main method used to determine materiality consists in choos-
ing a certain benchmark and applying a certain percentage to it. However, this procedure was se-
verely criticised (Lewitt, 1998), considering that without adopting a dual quantitative-qualitative 
approach it is impossible to reach a real value against which a certain distortion can be considered 
significant. Professional auditing standards do not offer clear information, indication or solutions 
regarding materiality, stating that the decision depends on the auditor’s professional judgment. 
(ISA 320)
The difficulty in establishing materiality resides in the qualitative aspects which can in-
fluence the materiality level. In order to apply the quantitative method, the first decision that 
requires the auditor’s professional judgment is the choice of the benchmark which should be the 
basis in calculating the materiality (Turnover, Total assets, Gross profit, Net profit, Gross margin 
on sales, etc. or further indicators applied in various percentages). The second decision regards the 
percentage to be applied to the chosen benchmark, namely to the indicator which the auditor 
considers the most relevant to the audited entity. The difficulty arises in the qualitative aspects 
that should correct the mathematically calculated quantitative value. Auditor’s opinion is espe-
cially important to all users of financial statements, particularly in decision making process, since 
it provides a higher level of assurance in information presented in company’s financial statements 
(Stanisic et al., 2013). Given the importance of the opinion obtained in the auditing process for 
different stakeholders, the recent years witnessed the appearance of the audit in other fields (e.g. 
consumer protection, Surcel and Dinu, 2007; corporate social responsibility, Dragomir and Anghel 
(Ilcu), 2011; Albu et al., 2011).
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The first studies in the field of materiality appeared in the `50s (Woosley, 1954 a,b); the essence 
of the auditor’s decision was the application of a certain percentage to the indicator which was 
thought to be the most relevant. Research focused on the effect of financial factors on the ma-
teriality level. This approach was accepted until the early `80s. As a consequence of academic 
overview and empirical study, Holstrum and Messier (1982) showed that, in general, the basis in 
calculating materiality is net profit, to which a percentage ranging between 5 and 10 should be ap-
plied. Most studies show that net profit is the most widely used benchmark (Messier et al., 2005); 
however, this benchmark should be chosen depending on the relevance that it has to the audited 
entity. Moriarity and Barron (1979), subsequent to research carried out in five big American audit 
companies, show that profit is one of the most widely used benchmarks when calculating materi-
ality, followed by total assets. 
Pany and Wheeler (1989) considered five benchmarks that auditors generally use, the first four 
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taken from Leslie (1985). The benchmarks are: 5% of net profit; 0.5% of total income; 0.5% of total 
assets; 1% of equity. The fifth benchmark refers to any of the aforementioned elements which 
has lately decreased, the materiality being determined proportionally to the decrease. According 
to Chewning and Higgs (2002), such benchmarks as total assets or total income are more stable 
over time (from one year to the next) than profit. Their study proposes the application of 0.5-1% 
to total assets or 1-2% to income. Sweeney (1981) considers total income as the most important 
indicator, while Emery et al. (1981) and Gleason and Mills (2002) advocate the use of total assets as 
the main benchmark. Choosing a unanimously accepted benchmark appears to be extremely dif-
ficult. The relevance of each indicator seems to vary depending on the sector of activity in which 
the entity specialises Pany and Wheeler (1989).
Since 1980, the quantitative approach to materiality has been complemented with stud-
ies focusing on the implications of qualitative factors in substantiating such decisions. In a recent 
study, Libby and Kinney (2000) state that there are situations when errors that are quantitatively 
insignificant can be important from the viewpoint of the qualitative factors that characterise 
them and, consequently, the truthfulness of the picture given by the financial statement can be 
compromised. Ng and Tan (2007) consider that the strictly quantitative approach to materiality 
can lead to situations when reported financial data are misinterpreted, while qualitatively signifi-
cant errors can be overlooked. Messier (1983) carried out a study on seven out of the eight audit 
companies belonging to the “Big 8” group, one national and one regional company. The results in-
dicate that decisions regarding the materiality are affected by the auditor’s experience and by the 
type of audit company that the auditor belongs to.  Experience as a qualitative factor determining 
the materiality level was also analysed by Krogstad et al. (1987), Arnold et al. (2001), Abdolmo-
hammadi and Wright (1987), Bonner and Lewis (1990), Cohen and Hanno (2000), Pflugrath et al. 
(2007). Their studies show that auditors with more practical experience tend to apply higher ma-
teriality levels, whereas junior auditors (with less experience), for fear of errors, apply lower values.
The influence of the sector of activity on materiality was studied empirically by Iselin and 
Iskandar (2000). They state that auditors whose clients predominantly belong to the financial sec-
tor use lower materiality levels compared with auditors offering their services to entities in the 
commercial sector, who tend to adopt a more conservative approach for companies belonging to 
a sector with a higher market risk. Similar results were obtained by Sanchez (2001), according to 
whom auditors use lower materiality levels for financial entities quoted on the stock market. By 
contrast, higher materiality levels will be applied to industrial and operating companies to ensure 
a high degree of confidence in the accuracy of the financial statements. Nevertheless, Chewning et 
al. (1989), differentiating between services and production entities, found that sector of activity is 
not a significant factor that can contribute to justifying distortions in audit reports.  
Academic literature mentions experience among the main qualitative factors that can 
contribute to the substantiation of professional judgment, decision regarding materiality included 
(Holstrum, 1982, Iskandar, 1999, Messier, 2005, etc). In our opinion, analysing the auditor’s experi-
ence in a certain field, more precisely the auditor’s expertise in a certain sector of activity, is much 
more relevant than testing the influence of practical experience on the auditor’s decisions. Some 
empirical results point to the difference between the auditor’s experience in a certain domain and 
his/her practical experience. The expertise of auditors is highly valued and auditing is considered 
as vital in imposing discipline upon management presentation of financial information (Stanisic et 
al., 2013). Because of the particular characteristics of the sector and, implicitly, of each individual 
entity, the materiality level will be adapted so as to ensure the most accurate representation in 
financial statements.
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Determining materiality by an auditor is something that depends on professional judgment and 
is affected by the auditor’s perception of the needs of the users of the financial statements for 
financial information (ISA 320:4). When determining the materiality level, the auditor must know 
what the objective of the audit is and who the beneficiaries of the audit report are. Consequently, 
given the intricacy of the issue, other punctual aspects need to be considered, as found in some 
academic studies:
•	 Influence of information regarding the aim of using the audited financial statements and the 
nature of the audit engagement (Steinbart, 1987)
•	 Information about the main users of the financial statements (Krogstad et al., 1981)
•	 Objectives and tendencies of the management of the client entities (Wong-on-Wing, 1989, 
Carpenter and Dirsmith, 1992)
•	 Management integrity and competence (Chow et al., 2006)
•	 Impact of the client’s financial position in devising corrections to detected distortions 
(Braun, 2001)
•	 Impact of the auditor’s period of engagement in substantiating his/her decisions (Lin and 
Fraser, 2008). 
In the audit practice, in addition to economic theory, there are national professional guide-
lines. In Romania, auditors apply the technical norms stipulated by the Guide to Quality Audit. 
GAQ mentions the following benchmarks to determine the materiality level: Total assets (before 
deducting debts) 1-2%; Turnover 1-2% and Pre-tax profit 5-10%. Choosing one of these indicators 
is a matter of professional judgment, but the choice needs to be adequately substantiated. In the 
present paper we carry out a study, on a national scale, in which we attempt to highlight the im-
plication of certain factors in substantiating the professional judgment of Romanian auditors with 
regard to making decisions pertaining to the value of materiality. We analyse both the quantita-
tive and the qualitative aspects and identify the benchmarks most frequently used by Romanian 
auditors, as well as the factors which influence the choice of a particular benchmark. The influence 
of certain qualitative factors on determining the materiality level is also tested econometrically.  
III. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES, DATA AND METHODOLOGY
A. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
Based on previous studies and on personal empirical observations we have constructed several 
working hypotheses.
H1: The choice of the benchmark to be considered in calculating the materiality differs depending on 
the sector of activity in which the audited entity specialises. 
H2a: The materiality level (value) depends on the seniority (experience) of the auditor in the sector of 
activity to which the client entity belongs. 
H2b: The materiality level differs depending on the sector of activity in question. 
In order to formulate the third hypothesis, we identify a relation between the three basic 
elements: audited entity – auditor – users of the audited financial statements. By logical approach, 
the aim of an audit engagement is to obtain reasonable assurance with regard to the financial 
statements of an entity by an independent financial auditor in view of increasing the confidence 
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of the users in the accuracy of the financial statements. Materiality can be influenced by factors 
associated with the audited entity or its management as well as by factors associated with external 
users. Consequently, the third hypothesis of our study focuses on testing the existence of a relation 
between the materiality level and the factors associated with the relationship management of cli-
ent entity – auditor – external users.
H3: Professional judgment regarding the calculation of the materiality level is influenced by factors 
associated with entity management, auditor and users of the financial statements. 
H3a: The materiality level (value) is influenced by the auditor’s perception of the objectives and char-
acteristics of the management of the client entity. 
H3b: The needs of the users of the audited financial statements influence the materiality level. 
H3c: The longevity of the relationship with the audited client leads to a decrease in the materiality 
level. 
IV. DATA
Our study is based on an eight-item questionnaire referring to the factors associated with profes-
sional judgment regarding the materiality to be tested by the practical activity of auditors. The 
first part of the questionnaire includes general information referring to the auditors’ expertise in 
a certain field, their experience, as well as the characteristics and the size of the audited entities. 
The second part of the questionnaire includes aspects regarding the choice of one of the three 
indicators given in GAQ and the factors which determine decision-making. Our study also aims 
to identify the qualitative factors which have the role of correcting the materiality level obtained 
by the quantitative method. The questionnaire was distributed to 270 active financial auditors, 
members of the Chamber of Financial Auditors of Romania in November 2011. Out of the 270 
questionnaires distributed, 247 were validated as fully filled-in.
Each question was encoded as a variable. The correspondence between variables and ques-
tions is given in the Appendix, in the attached questionnaire.
FIN_BANK : dummy variable. Encoding for the finance-banking sector; it takes the value 1 if the 
answer indicates that the entity belongs to this field.  
COMM_SERV : dummy variable. Encoding for the commerce and services sector. 
INDUSTRY : dummy variable. Encoding for the industrial sector. 
NGO : dummy variable. Encoding for non-governmental organisations.
EXPERIENCE_SECTOR: numerical variable – number of years that the auditor has operated in the 
sector of activity in which he/she specialises. 
TURNOVER_LEVEL : numerical variable – average turnover of audited entities. 
TOTAL_ASSETS : ordinal variable, scale from 1 to 10. Importance of total assets as benchmark in 
determining materiality. 
TURNOVER : ordinal variable, scale from 1 to 10. Importance of turnover as benchmark. 
EBIT : ordinal variable, scale from 1 to 10. Importance of earnings before interest and taxes as 
benchmark. 
MATERIALITY_LEVEL : ordinal variable, scale from 1 to 3.
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FIN_POS : ordinal variable, scale from 1 to 10.
MNG_OBJ : ordinal variable, scale from 1 to 10.
CLIENT_REL : ordinal variable, scale from 1 to 10.
V. METHODOLOGY
The econometric analysis adopted in this study is limited to the Ordered Logit Model, a technique 
most frequently used in cross-sectional studies of dependent variables that take on only a finite 
number of values possessing a natural ordering. The Ordered Logit Model, estimates the effects of 
independent variables on the log odds of having lower rather than higher scores on the dependent 
variable. In its general form the model can be written as:
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Ni ,1=     index of each auditor
1=iy     if the auditor assigns 1 to the endogenous variable 
……
yi =10    if the auditor assigns 10 
ix    the vector of the exogenous variables
b    the coefficients’ vector
jc , 9,1=j    cutoffs
c1 = −∞ , 1+≤ jj cc , c5 = +∞  conditions that ensure that the probability sum for each inter-
val equals 1.
The Ordered Logit models are not linear in the parameters. In consequence, they are esti-
mated by using maximum likelihood techniques.
VI. RESULTS
An empirical analysis of the sample shows that the auditors’ average practical experience is 6 years. 
This experience is significant considering that the auditing profession is relatively new in Romania 
and that qualified middle-aged persons predominantly gain access to the profession. The respon-
dent auditors’ average experience in a certain sector of activity is 4.15 years. This shows that it is 
not possible to equate the auditors’ experience in carrying out assurance engagements with their 
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expertise in a certain sector, which means that expertise in a certain sector influences the audi-
tors’ decisions in a different way than experience. The entities audited by the respondents belong 
to four activity fields: finance-banking (10.5%), commerce and services (48.2%), industry (31.6%), 
and NGOs (9.7%). With regard to the size of the audited entities, the average revenue of the enti-
ties mentioned in the study was EUR 7.6 million, the maximum value exceeding EUR 50 million. 
However, this descriptive statistics cannot account for causal relations since the analysis has been 
performed by the Ordered Logit Model.  
TABLE 1: RELATION BETWEEN BENCHMARK INDICATOR AND SECTOR OF ACTIVITY – OR-
DERED LOGIT MODEL (COEFFICIENTS AND P-VALUES)
Endogenous variable
TOTAL_ASSETS TOTAL_ASSETS TURNOVER EBIT
FIN_BANK -0.957**  (0.021) 0.000       ( ref. ) 0.902**  (0.035) 0.017     (0.965)
COMM_SERV -0.472*    (0.069) 0.485     (0.216) 0.072     (0.787) 0.070     (0.789)
INDUSTRY 0.000       ( ref. ) 0.957**  (0.147) 0.000       ( ref. ) 0.000       ( ref. )
NGO 0.046      (0.911) 1.003**  (0.050) 0.013     (0.974) 1.146***(0.006)
Source: own calculations using STATA 9.1 software.
***, **, *: significant at 1%, 5% and 10% level
The results show that the auditors who audit entities belonging to the industrial sector 
or NGOs are more prone to choose total assets as a benchmark to determine materiality. This 
choice can be accounted for by the fact that industry, in general, requires large production capaci-
ties, while investment materialised in fixed assets represents a privileged and absolutely necessary 
element for the overall activity of the entities operating in this field. Turnover is preferred as a 
benchmark in the finance and banking sector since this sector is more volatile and market expan-
sion is the main objective of the entities in the field. Turnover shows the sales volume, expansion 
and market position. The only sector that shows a preference for total profit is that of the NGOs. 
Similarly to profit in the case of commercial entities, surplus in the case of NGOs is the measure 
of credibility for the financiers of the projects undertaken. Hypothesis H1 regarding the relation 
between the audited sector and the chosen benchmark is confirmed.
We also try to identify a relation between the auditor’s decision regarding the level of ma-
teriality and a) the auditor’s experience in a certain sector of activity; b) the sector of activity to 
which the audited entity belongs; c) the financial position of the client (FIN_POS); d) the objective 
of the management (MNG_OBJ); and e) longevity of the relationship with the audited client.
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FIN_BANK -0.871 * 0.054
COMM_SERV  0.777 *** 0.006
INDUSTRY  0.000 ( ref. )
NGO  0.987 ** 0.023
EXPERIENCE_SECTOR  0.087 ** 0.053
FIN_POS -0.011 0.879
MNG_OBJ  0.080 0.266
CLIENT_REL  0.128 ** 0.033
Source: own calculations using STATA 9.1 software.
***, **, *: significant at 1%, 5% and 10% level
The results of the regression show that hypothesis H2a is accepted; there is a positive cor-
relation between the materiality level and experience in the sector of activity. Practice and applied 
research in the field show that the richer the auditor’s experience in a certain sector of activity, 
the higher the materiality level that he/she operates with. In other words, the auditor’s degree of 
confidence increases with his/her experience. An auditor’s good knowledge of a certain sector of 
activity offers him/her the opportunity to act on the elements that he/she considers delicate, thus 
being able to use a high materiality level. Conversely, insufficient knowledge of a sector of activity 
determines the auditor to be professionally sceptical and use low materiality levels.    
Hypothesis H2b is a control hypothesis to verify the consistency of auditors’ responses. If 
the materiality level differs depending on the auditors’ knowledge of the characteristics and risks 
of a certain sector of activity, the values of the materiality will also differ depending on the sector 
of activity. Using the industrial sector as a benchmark, estimations show that auditors tend to 
use a lower materiality for the industrial sector and a higher one for commerce and services and 
NGOs. Hypothesis H2b is also accepted.
Out of the H3 group of hypotheses only hypothesis H3a is accepted, longevity of the 
relationship with the client correlating with the level of materiality. However, we cannot evidence 
such a relation with regard to the client’s position or management objective. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Our application has identified the existence of a correlation between the sector of activity of the 
audited entity and the benchmark chosen to determine the materiality level. Total assets are pre-
ferred for industry and NGOs, turnover for finance and banking, and total profit for NGOs. The 
results of the econometric estimations are consistent with economic logic. The materiality level 
chosen by auditors, too, depends on the sector of activity, experience in the field and the relation-
ship with the client. However, we know that causal relations are much more intricate but we have 
not been able to evidence other mechanisms so far. 
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The results of the study can have significant implications for audit practitioners and for the na-
tional professional body (CAFR) which is very much interested in knowing the way in which its 
members apply professional standards when carrying out their missions. As an overall conclusion 
of the study, we can state that auditors consider, intuitively, qualitative factors besides the quanti-
tative method when determining the materiality. Highlighting these factors will allow for the tran-
sition from intuition to reason, with a positive impact on the effectiveness of the auditing activity.
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APPENDIX
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE MATERIALITY LEVEL 
1) To what sector do most of the entities that you have audited belong? (variables: FIN_
BANK,COMM_SERV, INDUSTRY, NGO) :
finance-banking  
 services and commerce
 industry 
 NGOs
2) How long have you been auditing entities predominantly belonging to the sector of activity 
mentioned under question 1? (variable: EXPERIENCE_SECTOR)
 Number of years
3) In your activity, the average turnover (variable: TURNOVER_LEVEL) of the entities belonging to 
the sector of activity chosen under question 1 falls in category: 
Turnover: 
 Euro 500.001-2.500.000 
 Euro 2.500.001-5.000.000 
 Euro 5.000.001-7.500.000 
 Euro 7.500.001-10.000.000 
 Euro 10.000.001-20.000.000 
 Euro 20.000.001-50.000.000 
 Euro 50.000.000 +
4) For the sector of activity chosen under question 1, please specify, according to your practical 
experience, an importance level (1 – unimportant; 10 – very important) for each of the follow-
ing benchmarks (variables: TOTAL_ASSETS, TURNOVER, EBIT) that can be used to determine the 
materiality:




5) Indicate the materiality level that you applied in your latest auditing mission in one of your 
client entities belonging to the sector of activity chosen under question 1  (variable: MATERIAL-
ITY_LEVEL):
                  Low                             Medium               High
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6) What importance level do you assign to the following factors (variables: FIN_POS, MNG_OBJ, 
CLIENT_REL) in determining the materiality level (1-insignificant, 10-very important)?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Client financial  
position
Objective of the 
management/
shareholders of the 
audited entity 
Longevity of the 
relationship with the 
audited client 
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EMPIRIJSKA STUDIJA IMPLIKACIJA KVALITATIVNIH FAKTORA U 
DONOŠENJU ODLUKA VEZANIH ZA RAZINU  
MATERIJALNOSTI. SLUČAJ RUMUNJSKE
Sažetak
Rad želi predstaviti važnost kvalitativnih faktora u određivanju razine materijalnosti u postupku 
revizije. Literatura nam govori da kvantitativni pristup materijalnosti nije dovoljan za prikladne 
odluke, te je stoga potreban ozbiljniji pristup ovoj temi. Podaci sakupljeni u istraživanju obrađeni 
su pomoću Order Logit Modela a rezultati su pokazali da postoji značajna korelacija između 
razine materijalnosti i sektora u kojima djeluju revidirane tvrtke, revizorovo iskustvo na polju 
dugovječnosti odnosa s klijentom. Ne postoji nikakva korelacija između razine materijalnosti i 
potreba korisnika financijskih izvještaja ili ciljeva menadžmenta.
Ključne riječi: razina materijalnosti, revizija, kvalitativni faktori, kvantitativna mjerila
